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ABSTRACT

Before I write down the problem, Allah opens the door wide so that humans can meet at any time 
with Allah, first I ask forgiveness from Allah SWT. Here I try to open the veil that covers the secret 
about Allah to open a wide door so that humans can meet at any time with Allah, from the point of 
view of the molecular structure of nucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).

There are several verses that become Allah's secret unlocking about Allah opening wide doors so 
that humans can meet at any time with Allah, namely the following verses:

"Allah... the light of the skys and the earth... the light upon the light... (An Nuur: 24: 35)

"Establish prayer from after the sun has slipped until it is dark at night and at dawn. Verily, the 
dawn prayer is witnessed. (Al Israa ': 17: 78)

"Wake up at night, except a little, (Al Muzzammil: 73: 2)
 

"So be patient with what they say, and glorify the praises of your Lord before the sun rises and 
before it sets and glorify at the times of the night and during the day, so that you may be happy." 
(Thaahaa: 20 : 130)

"And glorify Him at some times of the night and at sunset the stars. (Ath Thuur: 52:49)
 

"That is because Allah has made the night into the day and the day into the night, and that Allah 
is All-Hearing, All-Seeing. (Al Hajj: 22:61)

"Indeed We see your face looking up to the sky, then We will turn you to the Qibla that you like. 
Turn your face towards the Grand Mosque. And wherever you are, turn your face towards it. And 
indeed those who were given the Book do know , that turning to the Grand Mosque is true from 
their Lord, and Allah is never unaware of what they do.(Al Baqarah: 2:144)

"And it is not possible for a human being with Allah to speak to him except by revelation or 
behind a veil or by sending a messenger, then it is revealed to him with His permission what He 
wills. Verily He is Most High. , Most Wise. (Ash Shuura: 42:51)

"And it is not possible for any human being that Allah can speak to him except by means of 
revelation or behind a veil or by sending a messenger and then it is revealed to him with His 
permission what He wills. Indeed, He is Most High, Most Wise. (Ash Syuura: 42:51)

"When I have perfected the event, and have breathed into it my spirit, then submit to it prostrating
yourself (Al Hijr: 15: 29)

"And We made a wall before them and behind them a wall, and We covered them so that they 
could not see." (Yaasiin: 36:9)

"And verily We have created man and know what his heart whispers, and We are nearer to him 
than his jugular vein." (Qaf: 50:16)

“Then He perfected and breathed into it His spirit and He made for you hearing, sight, and heart;



you are very little grateful.” (As Sajdah: 32: 9)

In an effort to open the veil of Allah's secret about Allah opening a wide door so that humans can 
meet at any time with Allah, I use the basis of deoxyribonucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid or the
molecular structure of nucleic acids.

HYPOTHESIS

Here I propose the hypothesis that Allah opens a wide door through "... my spirit... (Al Hijr: 15: 29) 
so that humans can meet at any time with Allah, seen from the point of view of Deoxyribonucleic 
acid (DNA)

DEOXYRIBONUCLIC ACID (DNA)

DNA is a repository of genetic information that has a double structure that forms a double helix and 
contains polynucleotide macromolecules that are arranged repeatedly from nucleotide polymers. 
This nucleotide consists of folate, a 5-carbon sugar and one of the nitrogenous bases. The 
nitrogenous bases are Guanine (G), Adenine (A), Cytosine (C) and Thymine (T).

Guanine (G) consists of 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. 
Adenine(A) has 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms and 5 hydrogen atoms. Cytosine (C) contains 4 
carbon atoms, 3 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. Thymine (T) contains 5 
carbon atoms. 2 nitrogen atoms, 2 oxygen atoms and 6 hydrogen atoms. Folate contains 1 
phosphorus atom, 4 oxygen atoms and 2 hydrogen atoms. A 5-carbon sugar has 5 carbon atoms, 2 
oxygen atoms and 8 hydrogen atoms.

ALLAH OPENS WIDE DOORS SO HUMANS CAN MEET ALLAH ANYTIME

Now, we are still concentrating on unraveling the secret contained behind the verse: "... glorify by 
praising your Lord, before the sun rises and before it sets and glorify it at times of the night and during 
the day, so that you feel happy, (Thaahaa: 20: 130)

Here Allah has declared to mankind to praise Allah at all times: "...before the sun rises and before it 
sets and glorifies at the times of the night and at the times of the day...(Thaahaa: 20: 130 )

Now the question arises,

Why can humans directly talk to Allah all the time?

The answer is

Hidden in the secret behind the verse: "...He...breathed into it His spirit and He made for you hearing, 
sight, and heart...(As Sajdah: 32: 9)

Well, because there is "... my spirit... (Al Hijr: 15: 29) throughout the human body, then Allah can 
directly open wide doors so that humans can talk and meet Allah.

So, actually, humans to praise Allah can be done at any time, because Allah has opened the door 
widely through "... my spirit... (Al Hijr: 15: 29) which is in the human body.

Then again Allah has made a veil between Allah and humans "...We made a wall before them and 
behind them a wall, and We covered them so that they could not see." (Yaasiin: 36:9)



Well, the meaning here is because the human eye can only see light in the electromagnetic spectrum
region between 430 and 740 nanometers. If there is light in the electromagnetic spectrum below 430
nanometers and light in the electromagnetic spectrum above 740 nanometers, the human eye cannot
see the light.

Or in other words, between Allah and man there is already a veil. "...it is impossible for a human 
being that Allah can speak to him except behind a veil... (Asy Shuura: 42: 51)

So, anytime and anywhere humans can talk and directly meet Allah, through "... my spirit... (Al Hijr: 
15: 29) which is in the human body, because there is already a veil "...We. ..knows what his heart 
whispers, and We are closer to him than his jugular vein." (Qaf: 50:16)

Allah “…closer to him than his jugular vein.” (Qaf: 50:16) is a proof that in fact Allah is not far away, 
not as most people think that Allah is in the sky.

CONCLUSION
 
Based on the description above, we can conclude that the secret contained behind the verse: "... 
glorify by praising your Lord, before the sun rises and before it sets and glorify it at times of the night and
during the day, so that you feel happy, (Thaahaa: 20: 130)

Here Allah has declared to mankind to praise Allah at all times: "...before the sun rises and before it 
sets and glorifies at the times of the night and at the times of the day...(Thaahaa: 20: 130 )

Now the question arises,

Why can humans directly talk to Allah all the time?

The answer is

Hidden in the secret behind the verse: "...He...breathed into it His spirit and He made for you hearing, 
sight, and heart...(As Sajdah: 32: 9)

Well, because there is "... my spirit... (Al Hijr: 15: 29) throughout the human body, then Allah can 
directly open wide doors so that humans can talk and meet Allah.

So, actually, humans to praise Allah can be done at any time, because Allah has opened the door 
widely through "... my spirit... (Al Hijr: 15: 29) which is in the human body.

Then again Allah has made a veil between Allah and humans "...We made a wall before them and 
behind them a wall, and We covered them so that they could not see." (Yaasiin: 36:9)

Well, the meaning here is because the human eye can only see light in the electromagnetic spectrum
region between 430 and 740 nanometers. If there is light in the electromagnetic spectrum below 430
nanometers and light in the electromagnetic spectrum above 740 nanometers, the human eye cannot
see the light.

Or in other words, between Allah and man there is already a veil. "...it is impossible for a human 
being that Allah can speak to him except behind a veil... (Asy Shuura: 42: 51)

So, anytime and anywhere humans can talk and directly meet Allah, through "... my spirit... (Al Hijr: 
15: 29) which is in the human body, because there is already a veil "...We. ..knows what his heart 
whispers, and We are closer to him than his jugular vein." (Qaf: 50:16)



Allah “…closer to him than his jugular vein.” (Qaf: 50:16) is a proof that in fact Allah is not far away, 
not as most people think that Allah is in the sky.
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